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Which is the biggest country in the world
Photo of courtesy: Natasha Mustache / Getty Images say what you will be about 2020, but it is certainly a year that none of us will never forget Ã ¢ â,¬ "to put things the most delicately possible. From the lack of mass toilet paper At a massively controversial presidential election, the beginning of this decade has inaugurated more than its right share
of historical events. Considering the fact that many of us have been repaired in position for months at the end - distracted from a global health crisis and constantly Bombardata with progressively demanding news "Ã ¢ â,¬" It is easy to understand why many of us looked back on 2020 as a great blur. It was exactly this: a difficult, often heartbreaking
blur and sometimes optimistic. But with all the great things that have happened, it is important to maintain a perspective - if not only on the biggest events. These are the stories that have defined every month that looks like the most year We have always been there. On January 26, the legendary Kobe Bryant basketball player, his 13-year-old
daughter Gianna and another seven years were killed in a tragic helicopter accident on their way to a basketball match at Bryant Mamba Sports Academy. The foggy conditions and light rain covered the area around Calabasas, California - the site of the accident - that day, and although the final cause of the crash remains unknown, the weather may
have caused the pilot to lose control of ' aircraft. Photo courtesy: Allen Berezovsky / Getty Images Millions of people around the world fragelato Bryant and daughter him, including members of the Lakers in Los Angeles, which was the only professional team Bryant has played throughout his career decades . The tributes began to appear the farther
from Japan and the Philippines, and the Lakers later dedicated their championship of 2020 October, the NBA Championship with Bryant memory. "He had zero defects," noted fellow basketball legend LeBron James, and leaves behind the legacy of being one of the most talented stars of the NBA and discussions. This left and slow story of a down-onthe-lucky family slowly infiltrating the life of a rich family while turning to important subjects such as social inequality and the disparities of harvested harvesting wealth for everything, from his themes to his execution. These elements, coupled with the slow transition of the film from the all-out reduction of the irrevolent unreported roll, fixed in an
adaptive way, the parasite place bong joon-hoÃ, â € the place of the parasite in the pantheon of cinema not to be missed. The film made history not only on the screen but also at 92 Â ° Academy Awards. Photo of courtesy: CJ Entertainment / IMDB In the end to win the Oscar for the best photo (between a handful of other awards), the parasite was the
first non-English-linguistic film to take home the first prize of the show - one Decision that conducted the industry leader to feel the film "The best winner of the most important image and that change game in the history of the Oscar." Why so much fanfare? According to Los Angeles Times Critic Critic Justin Chang, the parasite "scared the Academy in
recognizing that no country's cinema has a monopoly on greatness". After so long, the "efforts of the organization to diversify its ranks and become a truly global institution" were finally making a long impact and giving cinematographic masterpieces - everywhere they can come from Ã ¢ â,¬ "recognition that deserve. it's not a stretch to say that 2020
will be forever associated with novel coronavirus and Covid-19, the disease that causes the pathogen. First emerging in Wuhan, China, in January of 2020, it was not until all ' March 11 "enough time for hundreds of thousands of people around the world to contract Disease - that the World Health Organization officially considered the Coronavirus a
pandemic. Photo courtesy: Allen J. Schaben / Getty Images On March 13, Donald Trump said a national emergency virus, the states of suggestions remain the aforementioned quarantine procedures and the centers for the control of the disease and prevention (CDC) To start detailed various sizes to slow down the spread of In December 2020, the
virus had info over 76 million people around the world, resulting in a world death toll of over 1.5 million. At the beginning of April, the Prince of Great Britain Harry and the wife of Meghan - the Duke and the Duchess of Sussex - have officially done well their January announcement that would have been shining from their positions no more than
working family members Real British or representing the queen. The first of the month marked their first day without using their real titles. The couple shocked millions of people all over the world when they announced that they would take a step back from advertising that comes with real roles, instead opting to live a quieter life, more private while
lifting children and building their own brand. Photo of courtesy: Karwai Tang / Getty Images from April, they stopped receiving public funds for their work and do not use the title "real height" - but they kept the Duke and Dukess of Sussex designations. The couple spent the months from their official departure browsing the Covid-19 pandemic, raising
their son Archie and building a new life in Santa Barbara, California. On May 25th George Floyd, a 46-year-old blackd man, was arrested and murdered by Minneapolis police officers after a convenience store clerk told 911 Floyd had used an invoice of $ 20 counterfeits to make a purchase. The horrible death of him, who has occurred while police
officers knelt on his neck and the body of him, was captured in video and turned on the legitimate outrage among the Americans who reacted with the horror. Millions have channeled this energy by taking the streets in mass numbers to protest Floyd's death, ask justice and recall the end of the police's brutality that disproportionately aim at the
people of color. Photo of courtesy: John Lamprarski / Nurphoto Via Getty Images The protests, many of which were organized by the group for black civil rights The screws of the vine (BLM), continued for a large number of 2020 in the country throughout the country. Although these widely peaceful gears were sometimes encountered with the
government's retaliation, the resulting movement has become the largest in the history of U.S. Although the struggle for continuous racial equality, the BLM and the protests this year unleashed some necessary changes in the police reform, in education, in the medical community and even in the entertainment industry - when those changes were
needed More than ever. 2019 was a bit of a vortex - not a full tornado like 2020 â,¬ "when it arrived at the news stories, but the policy was still on the front line. You could remember that there were nearly 30 presidential candidates Of the Democratic Party that throwing their hats in the ring and participate in primary debates started in June 2019.
With the passing of months and television has continued, many of us have been left asking if a candidate actually emerge in reality. Photos Courtesy: Olivier Douliery / AFP Via Getty Images A Frontrunner did at the end surface, after 11 debates and months of speculation. Joseph R. Biden, Longtime Delaware Senator and 47 Â ° Vice President of the
United States, announced on Twitter On June 5, which is guaranteed more than 1,991 delegates necessary to officially receive the party's nomination. This was perhaps not a huge surprise, considering that all other former democratic presidential candidates were R Itirs from the race by April. Nevertheless, it became technically official, and the party
has finally had a clear image of its roadmap to the elections. The California Wildfire season typically lasts every year from July to November, ending when they take place Great fallen rainfall and dampen flames. 2020, however, saw an extended season that had become "the worst in the history of the State as far as the amount of land burned"
according to CNN - and which was precisely in September. While some smaller fires unleashed in May and June, in July he saw an important increase in occurrences and a breath of flames that in the end have rolled up hundreds of thousands of acres. The red red salmon complex That began on July 26, almost 150,000 acres burned only. Photo
courtesy: Kent Nishimura / Los Angeles Angeles Times / Getty Images These wildfires put the stage for the rest of the tragic season: five of the six largest California fires took place in August and September of 2020, creating infernal landscapes, Triggering emergency evacuations and the coverage of much of the state in a dense and harmful smoke.
Several years is more than 9,600 burned fires well in December, and the reason is clear. "Climate change plays an undeniable role in unprecedented windfires in recent years," explains Scientific American. "More than the acres of the burned acres every year in the western United States can be attributed to climate change." For months, the world
wondered that the potential presidential candidate Joe Biden selected as a functioning companion. Once he was clearly becoming the presumed candidate, "he promised to choose a woman like his potential vice president", and many have begun to speculate as a name from a variety of senators and state leaders, ultimately taking. Photo courtesy:
Stefani Reynolds / Bloomberg Via Getty Images on 11 August - Only days before their appointment to the Democratic National Convention 2020 - Biden officially announced its democratic primary rival and the Senator Junior of California, Kamala Harris, would become the Deputy presidential candidate. While this announcement was so awaited, it was
also one for history books. Harris has become the first woman and the first person in color to receive the vice-president's nomination of a large political party by U.S., bringing a diversity so much needed to the White House. In the wake of Kamala Harris who make her titles with her historical names, the United States lost one of the biggest
champions of gender equality that we've ever had the privilege of knowing. On 18 September 2020, Associated Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has passed due to cancer complications at 87 years. Ginsburg spent 27 years to serve the Supreme Court-and you have dedicated a whole life at the end of the conclusion of discrimination and breaking barriers.
Photos courtesy: Eugene Gologursky / Getty Images from his first days working as a legal researcher and a law professor to his subsequent years as a judge and any associate justice, Ginsburg supported our equality in any case Ã ¢ â,¬ "and not He never stopped pushing for our right to live authentically, not even. It is because many of us are
authorized to possess our destinies, and its contributions to the justice system have rightly secured a place in history as an icon Prominent feminist. The evening of 1 October, Donald Trump announced that he and his wife Melania had tested positive for the Covid-19 - which means that he was potentially infected when he participated in the first
presidential debate with Biden on September 29th . Trump was subsequently admitted to Walter Reed National Military Center Medical Center, where he made a series of video presences and later wizard Ostenitors outside the structure, while it was still being treated. Photo courtesy: Ken Cedeno / Polaris / Bloomberg Via Getty Images The second
debate of three was scheduled on October 15th. Trump had returned to the White House on October 5th and started hosting public events in the days following his download from Walter Reed. The organizers provided for the second debate to which virtually, with candidates who participate through liveStream from remote places, but Trump refused
to respect these restrictions, to choose instead to participate in his municipalità on NBC. The third debate It took place as expected on October 22nd, taking 2020 the first electoral year since 1996 in which only two presidential debates took place. After one of the most divisive presidential elections in the history of the United States, November has
finally revealed a victory for the President elected Joe Biden and Vice President elected Kamala Harris. At the beginning of the month, after days of state-owned state resources after an election One of the largest turnouts and unprecedented levels of absent voting, Biden and Harris appeared in a television acceptance event in Wilmington, Delaware.
Photo of courtesy: Winning McNamee / Getty Images In her speech, Biden invited the units among Americans while delivered a message of hope for the next four years. "I worked hard for those who didn't vote for me like those who did it", Biden reassured voters. "Let this sad was of demonization in America to begin to finish here and now ... there
has never been anything that we were unable to do when we did together." After a year of significant historical and minimum prime, a light has finally appeared at the end of the tunnel in the last 2020 moments: after months of wide development, test and rapid tracking, the pfid-19 pfid pfid vaccine vaccine candidate PFIFIZ. Received the
authorization of emergency use from the United States food and drug administration. Although the vaccine has yet to be subjected to various other rounds of long-term tests, the first doses were administered to health workers on December 14th. Photo of courtesy: Joe Raedle / Getty Images as the toll of Covid-19 on the United States has exceeded
300,000 deaths, the vaccine has arrived at a time when many of us needed more â,¬ "not only To avoid contracting the disease, but also to boy ourselves and increase our morality at the end of what was a dark and difficult year. Because the vaccine continues to become more widely available, hopes are high that a return A new normal form is on the
horizon for 2021. 2021.
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